
 

Topic Title: Life in Tudor Times 

What the children will know by the end 

of the topic: 

• important dates of the Tudor reign 

and the relationships between the 

ruling family. 

• why Henry VIII split from the 

Roman Catholic Church. 

• how the lives of rich and poor 

Tudors differed.  

• why the Tudors are remembered for 

exploration. 

• why we identify positions of latitude 

and longitude. 

• how to use the internet to explore 

and evaluate online content. 

• why changes happen to materials as 

they are cooled or heated. 

 

 

What the children will learn to do during 

the topic: 

• select and organise historical 

information. 

• use a variety of sources to carry out 

independent research and make notes. 

• use maps and atlases to locate countries 

around the world. 

• choreograph a Tudor dance sequence. 

• use a variety of sewing skills. 

• improve their observational skills for 

creating portraits. 

• treat themselves and each other with 

respect. 

• identify their own strengths, skills, and 

interests. 

• identify and play musical notes on the 

ukulele. 

To engage the children we will:  

• Experience life in the Tudor era through music, dance, food, art and sewing. 

• Encourage children to lead learning through independent research. 

• Use a variety of resources (video clips, music, artefacts etc). 

• Take part in an Educational Visit to the Tower of London (Wednesday, 21st September). 

 

 

 

The memorable experience at the end of the topic will be: 

A Tudor banquet in honour of King Henry VIII. 

To support your child’s learning with this topic you could: 

• visit museums, The Globe Theatre and art galleries, such as 

the National Portrait Gallery and the Museum of London 

(virtually, if not possible in person). 

• read with your child and listen to your child read daily. 

• learn with them…ask them to tell you about the Tudors or to 

show you their new sewing skills. 

• encourage them to do their home learning. 
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